
KIDS YOGA INFO + FAQ



Team Building: Group and Partner Poses
Trauma Informed 

Chair Yoga 
Mat Yoga

Guided Group Meditation

* Depending on the class option, the structure and length of the class may change.

* *Some class options are limited based on the length of the class, and number of students participating.

KIDS YOGA
Class Options

Team Building: Group and Partner Poses (Temporarily Paused due to COVID-19)

Trauma Informed 
This class focuses on the development of coping skills, self-control, self-care, and self-
regulation. We'll expand on exercising personal boundaries, safe experimentation, choice,
curiosity, and self-care. 

Chair Yoga
Chair yoga is a great exercise for those looking to improve their  posture, gently increase
flexibility, and improve balance - all while sitting safely at your desk! This is a great alternative
to a mat practice if you're in a smaller space.

Mat Yoga
Ready to fill your spacious classroom, gymnasium, living room or backyard with  yogis? Then
let's organize a Mat Class! Beginner friendly, but with less structure and more modifications
making it an accessible class for all levels.  

Guided Meditation
If you want to focus on mindfulness over movement, then a Guided Group Meditation is the
best fit! We can flow through gentle. minimal poses with an emphasis on relaxation and stress
reduction. This is a great option right before standardized testing season or in the middle of
long stretches of school with no holiday breaks.



Is the class "hard"? Will everyone be able to do it?

Do the students need to to bring anything? 

How much does each class cost?

I make sure to tailor every class to the needs of the group. While every lesson plan is
beginner friendly, there are modifications for all poses (to either increase difficulty or
provide more support!) 

Nope - unless you choose to do Mat Yoga. I do not provide the yoga mats, you will either
need to provide them for the students or ask that they bring them from home! 

Pricing is determined based on your location, class size, and class choice. Please get in
touch with me via my website or send me an email at balancewithbrenna@gmail.com
with a brief description of what you're looking for and the above details and I'll get back
to you ASAP with a quote. 

Faq's


